
Review of radiative transferFor scales L � �, radiation travels in straight lines (called rays)in free space and in uniform media.Construct an area dA normal to a ray, and consider all rays passingthrough dA whose directions lie within a small solid angle d
.

Area dA

Solid angle dΩ

The energy passing through dA in time dt within frequency ranged� is: dE = I� dA d
 d� dtwhich de�nes the speci�c intensity or brightness I� .I� has units erg s�1 cm�2 steradian�1 Hz�1. It depends uponlocation, direction, and frequency.The amount of energy passing through the surface is given byF dA dt where F is the energy ux with units erg s�1cm�2.
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Speci�c intensity is constant along a ray in free space
R

dA dA21

Consider areas dA1 and dA2 normal to a ray. Energy dE is carriedthrough both areas by those rays that pass through them both.dE = I�1 dA1 d
1 d�1 dt = I�2 dA2 d
2 d�2 dtwhere d
1 is the solid angle subtended by dA2 at dA1 etc. Usingd
1 = dA2=R2, d
2 = dA1=R2, and d�1 = d�2, we have,I�1 = I�2ie speci�c intensity is constant along a ray in free space. If wedenote distance along a ray by s,dI�ds = 0where ds is a di�erential element of length along the ray.
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Net ux and momentum uxFor an element at an arbitrary angle, the amount of ux is reducedbecause the e�ective area is smaller:
θ

dΩ

n

dA

dF� = I� cos �d
F�(n) = Z I� cos �d
F�(n) is the net ux in the direction of n. For an isotropicradiation �eld F�(n) = 0.
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The momentum of a photon is E=c. The momentum ux in thedirection of n is then: p�(n) = 1c Z I� cos2 �d
where one factor of cos � comes from the number of photons, theother as we add up only the normal component of the momentum.F� and p� are described as moments of the intensity.We can also de�ne the mean intensity, J�:J� = 14� Z I�d
...the average of the speci�c intensity over all angles.
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EmissionDe�ne the spontaneous emission coeÆcient j. This is theenergy emitted per unit time per unit solid angle and per unit volume,dE = j dV d
 dt:Likewise de�ne a monochromatic version j� .In travelling ds, a beam of radiation sweeps out a volume dV =dAds. The change in the intensity due to spontaneous emission is,dI� = j�dsNote: we restrict ourselves to spontaneous emission. Stimulatedemission depends upon I� and is more conveniently treated as `neg-ative absorption'.
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AbsorptionConsider a beam passing through an absorbing medium,
dΩ

De�ne the absorption coeÆcient, �� , bydI� = ���I�dsie the fractional loss in intensity in travelling a distance ds is ��ds(convention: positive �� means energy loss).Suppose the absorption is due to particles with number per unitvolume n. Each presents an e�ective absorbing area (or cross sec-tion) to the radiation �� (units, cm2). Then,�� = n��Finally, de�ne the mass absorption coeÆcient (or, opacitycoeÆcient) �� , �� = ����� has units cm2g�1.
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Combining the e�ects of absorption and emission,dI�ds = ���I� + j�An ODE along a straight line.If we de�ne the optical depth � via,d�� = ��dsand divide through by the absorption coeÆcent, we can write theequation of radiative transfer in the simple form,dI�d�� = �I� + S�where we have de�ned the source function S� , as the ratiobetween the emission and absorption coeÆcients,S� � j��� :In stellar interiors, need to consider consequences of S� being veryclose to, but not exactly equal to, the Planck function.
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